Ideas for Neighborhood Welcome Packets

- “Welcome to the neighborhood” letter
- List of neighborhood association officers and contact numbers
- List of homeowners, addresses and phone numbers for neighborhood
- Family Emergency Preparedness book
- Local emergency numbers and hotline numbers (police, fire, hospital, utilities, poison control, etc.)
- Literature related to the area
- Emergency evacuation routes (maps, driving directions)
- Radio and television stations listing, weather information resources, and emergency radio frequencies
- A whistle
- Instructional pamphlets (how to use fire extinguisher, etc.)
- Emergency Prep class schedules (CPR, First aid, etc.)
- Coupons for readiness supplies
- Message board locations
- List of members with special training (CPR, etc.) who are available for emergency response
- Household info form to be filled out and kept with the neighborhood coordinator. This form will include the residents’ personal information as well as contact numbers, and emergency information.